Robert Morris to Head Alumni Group
Campaign to Start in Hartford
For Development Plan

One of the most important factors in the 125th Anniversary Development Program is the title of General Chairman of the Alumni Campaign. He has already selected that a world Roberts, 77, who, as chairman, attended the Rollins College Board of Trustees meeting, says, "The field house will be a wonderful place for entertainment and athletics."

Dean's Office

Registration for the Trinity Term for Uparrtermen to be held during the week of December 15, 1945. All Upperclassmen planning to return to college in February must see their advisor during this period and arrange their course of study.

ADVANCE GIFTS TO BE SOLICITED

The solicitation of advanced gifts will play a key part in the 125th Anniversary Development Program. Already the centers for the solicitation have been chosen. These geographic centers are Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Washington, D. C., Atlanta, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Dallas, Denver, Indianapolis, Chicago, Minneapolis, and the states of California, Oregon, Washington and North and South Dakota.

Some of the area chairmen have been chosen. They are: Edward G. Schmitt, '34, who will be in charge of Connecticut, excepting Hartford; Edgar Craig, '34, who will be campaign leader in Illinois; James B. Weber, Jr., '34, Michigan; George M. Ferris, '26, Washington, D. C.; W. A. Jumison, '22, Indiana; S. C. Naumburg, California, and Alex W. Credders, '90, Greater Hartford.

Solicitation of Advanced Gifts prospects has already begun on a small scale. The campaign will be intensified between now and the end of the year, and will continue until the Advanced Gifts prospects have been contacted.

Field House: A Major Item of the
125th Anniversary Development Plan

The major item of the 125th Anniversary Development Program is the "field house". There has been great need for just this sort of building for a number of years, and at last the field house dreams will become a reality.

The purpose of the field house will primarily be an adequate court for basketball games. This would be a perfect court.

Ray Oust, head of the physical education department, says, "It has long been a matter of great disappointment to us that Trinity has not been able to play its home basketball games at the Hartford Public High School gymnasium. With the kind of a basketball team it appears Trinity will have this season," he went on, "the high school gymnasium is woefully inadequate. I feel sure for home games would draw big turnouts many times, matching the seating capacity of the proposed field house, which is approximately 3,500.

Jesters Excel in Fine Production of
Odeis' "Golden Boy" During Past Week

The travel bureau Clifford Oakey's hard-hitting "Golden Boy" in a three-day run at the Avery Memorial Theatre, December 7-9. Marking their return to normal in their two play meetings of pre-war days, according to qualified observer, the Jesters chose a difficult play, mechanically difficult, to present to Hartford taxpayers. They gave their patrons, in turn, a smoothly enacted, talented and ambitious production.

Under the capable direction of Professor J. S. McNulty, the actors performed Odeis' "Golden Boy" with a great amount of feeling and intelligent acting. The play, having twelve scene changes and a problem of stage production which was nicely overcome by the production crew. The play's paramount function of the mechanical musical number during some changes was obstructed more from the otherwise smooth presentation.

The title role of the hero, who must decide between the fighting game and money or music and artistic values, Glenn Gately made a plausible and effective Golden Boy.

Field House, Library are Needed
A. Northev Jones Will Be the Chairman for The Drive for Funds

President G. Keith Punteny has announced that funds will be needed to carry out the 125th Anniversary Development Program, a field campaign to be conducted in various sections of the country, and an extension to the library. President Punteny said, are "top priority" requirements for handling the enormously increased enrollment.

"If Trinity is to maintain the standards which have already been established by the leading liberal arts colleges in the country," he said, "it must have a suitable library and an adequate number of dormitory rooms.

"The present gymnasium at the end of the world was built in 1897 for a student body of 82; the library was built in 1914, for a college numbering 256; today, the dormitories house 395 students instead of their rated capacity of 381. More than 40 percent of the school's students are from outside Hartford are being housed in rooms in the city, and we are hoping for a small number of rooms for many students live in college dormitories近年来, the number of dormitory rooms for students has doubled, and over 600, or considerably above the capacity planned for prior to the war.".

"The present gymnasium at the end of the world will be a corporate memorial to the students who have already died in the two wars, and should serve as a memorial to the students who have died since the war. We will not be able to build a dormitory and a field house, and a library, unless Trinity students and friends demand these buildings.
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President's Message

To all of you who are interested in Trinity, whether members of the faculty, of the student body, or of the Alumni, it has become apparent that we must expand our facilities to meet the demands of the present student body. We cannot be proud of a gymnasium built in 1909 that must be satisfied with a library designed for 250 students. We do not wish to continue housing 336 men in dormitories with a rated capacity of 260. What are we going to do about it?

For some months now Trinity men have been at work setting up our 125th Anniversary Development Program. The formal announcement of this program was made two weeks ago in papers throughout the country. In this we pointed out that if we are to maintain Trinity's high standards, we need $1,000,000 for the construction of dormitories, and an extension to the library. We do not wish to see Trinity as it was in 1909 or even 1956. We need them now.

Organizations are being set up in all our Alumni Circles for the purpose of raising this money. You have been driven with contributions for wills will be made in the first year in order to meet the goal is reached. Here is an opportunity for all of us to work together in the establishment of an institution which will be adequate to meet the demands of our times. I ask all of you to think of your College in making this 125th Anniversary Development Program an outstanding success.

G. K. Ponio

Student Responsibility

This 125th Anniversary Development Program, in which we are so extremely successful, will need the aid of all the students. A drive calling for a quota of $1,500,000 requires a large num­ber of workers to put it over. The alumni organization is feeling the pressure of the immediate campaign. In this, we pointed out that if we are to maintain Trinity's high standards, we need $1,000,000 for the construction of dormitories, and an extension to the library. We do not wish to see Trinity as it was in 1909 or even 1956. We need them now.

Organizations are being set up in all our Alumni Circles for the purpose of raising this money. You have been driven with contributions for wills will be made in the first year in order to meet the goal is reached. Here is an opportunity for all of us to work together in the establishment of an institution which will be adequate to meet the demands of our times. I ask all of you to think of your College in making this 125th Anniversary Development Program an outstanding success.

G. K. Ponio

Helpful Information Department

Intended for any ex-G. L. Joseph interested in getting the word on latest VA directives, civil service jobs, subsis­tence, or in need of helpful advice concerning academic matters, here is a listing of government farms:

You can secure the necessary information by applying—preferably in person—to the Office of the Veterans' Custodian located in Jameson's office, the Dean of Freshman's Office.

A member of the student council who worked tirelessly to get the campus community to support the expansion of the library. A member of the student council who worked tirelessly to get the campus community to support the expansion of the library.

Circulation Manager
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The name and fame of Duke Ellington have risen so high in the last decade that his band has become more or less synonymous with the very best in popular music today. So it is not surprising that someone should have written a book about Edward Kennedy Ellington and his world-famous aggregation. It is entitled, simply, Duke Ellington and is written by Barry Ulanov. Probably it has come as no small shock in creating the atmosphere and the contemporaries that exist among musicians, that found their lives, because of a professional necessity are always and inevitably intertwined with their music.

When Percy Grainger at one time compared Ellington with J. S. Bach, most people, I think, felt that the Englishman was being pretentious about the whole thing. The difficulty, it seems to me, is that the two men write in such different mediums that their work will never be in the least comparable.

The Duke's success seems to rest on the fact that he has managed to be original in a day when most other bands have succumbed to the emulation of commercialism. He has never had a trademark style, like so many others. And he has kept his band more or less intact through the years. Look at the names that haven't changed in ten years—Sax卷e Curley, Lawrence Brown, Rex Stewart, Johnny Hodges, to mention only the most prominent.

Ellington's latest musical venture is the music for "Twilight Alley" which will be presented in Harlem beginning December 14, 1946. If Duke Ellington has realized that his continued success seems to depend on not inhibiting his style or limiting his work to the grand that plays under him.

Musical Notes

By George Stowe

Glenoe's Reasons

By Winky Gleason

Le Dernier Mer Department: We suppose these things to have happened, but somehow they always give us an enormous buzz just the same. The scene was a galvanizing Gothic classroom in Boardman Hall; the subject, the canvassing and motivation of College I. First student: "What, sir, is the name of that tremendous hutte in Mon­ tana?" Second student: "Don't d&l... Jane Russell, of course.

Body Beautiful Department: In our con­ cussions vigil against the spread of the abuse of the American language, we occasionally ran into such a setback we would not have chosen our major to Horse Economies. You can imagine, then, the reaction to one of the blackest days of the decade, the morning, when Mr. John C. Taylor, com­ manding the Fine Arts Department, released a brace of late gleaming graduate exam papers. The first: "Polyvocles is a feature known for the Polycythere stance, with one foot tense and one arm tense, and one foot back and rear, in fact just plain chicken. For
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Laurence Discusses Atomic Energy Here

In the fourth of a series of lectures sponsored by a faculty committee, President Laurence talked to a capacity audience of about 300 persons, representing many of the central Connecticut proprietorships and high schools.

The Russians believe now that the United States will have atomic bombs, and the United States must hasten the building of the nation which developed this weapon, Mr. Laurence declared.

Mr. Laurence emphasized the importance of the general public understanding of the atomic bomb and to explain it to the public, Mr. Laurence said.

In the fourth of a series of lectures and discussions on the economic effects of the war, Mr. Laurence said, and the Baruch Committee with Mr. Louis M. Rukeyser, J. H. Kelso Davis, '99, and Robert B. O'Brien, '85, President Funston has announced that a new dormitory, planned by O'Conner & Kilham of New York, will consist of fifteen stories, the space between them will later be filled by a building containing dining rooms and faculty apartments. The dormitories, similar in style to Osgood Hall and modern in every respect, will be located on Summit Street west of the main entrance to the College and the Library.

The Library and Administrative extensions, also planned by O'Conner & Kilham, will provide a reading room equal to 350 compared with the present at the capacity of the stacks will be increased by 150,000 volumes, double the reading room present capacity. The project will involve rebuilding the present Williams Memorial and new construction extending 200 feet north of the east wing.

Mr. Funston has announced that A. Norbury Jones, '17, of West Hartford, will serve as Chairman of the Committee with Mr. Louis Davis, '91, of Providence, as Honorary Vice-Chairman.

Newton C. Bolling house forty men and the space between them will later be filled by a building containing dining rooms and faculty apartments. The dormitories, similar in style to Osgood Hall and modern in every respect, will be located on Summit Street west of the main entrance to the College and the Library.

The Library and Administrative extensions, also planned by O'Conner & Kilham, will provide a reading room equal to 350 compared with the present capacity of the stacks will be increased by 150,000 volumes, double the reading room present capacity. The project will involve rebuilding the present Williams Memorial and new construction extending 200 feet north of the east wing.

Mr. Funston has announced that A. Norbury Jones, '17, of West Hartford, will serve as Chairman of the Committee with Mr. Louis Davis, '91, of Providence, as Honorary Vice-Chairman.

Newton C. Bolling house forty men and the space between them will later be filled by a building containing dining rooms and faculty apartments. The dormitories, similar in style to Osgood Hall and modern in every respect, will be located on Summit Street west of the main entrance to the College and the Library.

The Library and Administrative extensions, also planned by O'Conner & Kilham, will provide a reading room equal to 350 compared with the present capacity of the stacks will be increased by 150,000 volumes, double the reading room present capacity. The project will involve rebuilding the present Williams Memorial and new construction extending 200 feet north of the east wing.

Mr. Funston has announced that A. Norbury Jones, '17, of West Hartford, will serve as Chairman of the Committee with Mr. Louis Davis, '91, of Providence, as Honorary Vice-Chairman.

Newton C. Bolling house forty men and the space between them will later be filled by a building containing dining rooms and faculty apartments. The dormitories, similar in style to Osgood Hall and modern in every respect, will be located on Summit Street west of the main entrance to the College and the Library.

The Library and Administrative extensions, also planned by O'Conner & Kilham, will provide a reading room equal to 350 compared with the present capacity of the stacks will be increased by 150,000 volumes, double the reading room present capacity. The project will involve rebuilding the present Williams Memorial and new construction extending 200 feet north of the east wing.

The meeting closed with a discussion group of the proposed Federation Program. Mr. Davis plans to organize a World Federation group in every country in the United States, and in the Hartford area.

Political Science

(Continued from page 1)

the general public. "It is actually," Mr. Holt said, "an attempt at world federation, and the people of the world, men and women, should be informed of it."

As to the idea of the world's enterprising in such an organization, Mr. Holt replied that once it became a working mechanism, this will open wide a new extension for the furtherance of the Federation Program. Mr. Holt plans to organize a World Federation group in every country in the United States, and in the Hartford area. He added that a formal meeting of the group will be held in the near future.

Paul Murphey, '25, of New York, has accepted positions on the committee.

ALUMNI SUBSCRIPTION

Please send me the Trinity Tripod for one year

Name...
Address...
City and State...
Price $1.75 for the Remainder of the College Year

Fox Trot - Waltz - Rhumba - Jitterbug - Tango - Samba

LEARN TO DANCE

SPECIAL RATES FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

Expert instruction given by a graduate of AARON MURRAY SCHOOL OF DANCING in the art of dance. Lessons given from TRINITY COLLEGE. (Don't Miss This Opportunity.)

Group Rates as Low as $1.50 Per Person

For Appointment or Information Call 6-1383

STUDIO OPEN 10 A. M. to 10 P. M.

G. Fox & Co.

Established 1847

HARTFORD

PLENTY OF CHRISTMAS PARTIES COMING UP! and

PLENTY OF HOLIDAY CLOTHES ON OUR

YOUNG CONNECTICUT SIXTH FLOOR

Teen Shop — Deh Shop — Boys' Shop

CALL ON

KENNETH T. MACKAY

HOTEL BOND

T-1157

An Alumni of Your Old Rival

Hamilton College

When You Want FLOWERS
Time Out With Tweedy

THE TRINITY TRIPOD

Wrestling Team to Start Informally

The first meeting of Trinity men interested in forming a wrestling team was held last Friday, December 6. In the past, the college has not sponsored wrestling as a recognized sport. Only in 1943 and 1944, when the navy carried an informal schedule, did the college attempt wrestling at all. About fifteen men turned out for the first meeting, and Don Philips announced that he would like to carry a squad of about twenty.

Coach Philips also said that the squad will practice three days a week, with practice on other days on a voluntary basis. "We'll teach the sport from the bottom up, beginning the fundamental holds and body positions," he added. There are nine weight classes, ranging from the very lightweight to the unlimited class.

The sport this year is on an informal basis. Already, Trinity has received bids for matches from several other colleges. If interest in the sport continues to a high degree, there is no doubt that the athletic council will approve the sport so that Trinity may carry a formal schedule in the future.

Those who have shown interest so far are Leigh Cornell, Joe Stithams, Art Brown, Bob Bell, Bruce Bicker, Jack Donoghue, Ron Dolan, R. S. Cross, C. A. Chishol, P. K. Detwiler, Don Farrow, John Delan, Craig Enos, F. A. Murray, and Bill Kent.

Any other men who are interested in joining the squad are urged to get in touch with Mr. Philips at once. The only equipment necessary is a sweat suit. As the team also needs a manager, anyone who is interested in serving in this capacity is asked to contact Mr. Philips in the gym office.

SOCIETY FOR SAVINGS

With an Eye to the Student's Budget

December 14, 1946

The Trinity basketball team will open its 1946-'47 season Friday night at the Harvard High Gym. The M. L. T. A. loaded talent as well as earlier years with a formidable schedule including some really tough opponents. The preliminary game will be a contest against the Vassar College Freshman Basketball Team, and the Trinity JV Bridgeport against Morro College.

The game Friday will be of particular interest to students who hope to play the games between these two teams. They would like to see revenge for Trinity's losses in the freshman and JV contests. Trinity lost at the hands of the F.P.A. in the first game, followed by a loss to Bridgeport in the second. The following Tuesday, the Blue and Gold will travel to Williams College to meet another team which has won many of the last season's games.

The big games of the season are coming up in mid-season and home-series with Wesleyan. The teams will meet at Harvard and Brown on February 11, and on March 4, the game will be played on the War Memorial home court. Both games will be preceded by 2 A. V. C. opponents. Howes, a new transfer to Trinity, will play a big role in Trinity's efforts against Harvard and Yale. One of the big home games at the season's conclusion will come March 1. Tufts, annually one of the most formidable of Trinity's opponents, will take on the Trinity team at the new Fordham Court. The Tufts team is rated near the top this year, but faces obstacles at the start of the season.

The coach again this year is Ath. Tom Phillips, who is opening his twenty-first season as Blue and Gold mentor. He boasts a fine record of thirty-two wins and 17 losses, which seems even finer when one considers that the majority of these opponents are Trinity. Coach Phillips is famous for fine food and good service.

Heublin Hotel

A meeting place for Trinity Students for three generations.

For many years this hotel has been famous for fine food and good service.

Sage-Alien

221 New Street, Hartford, Conn.